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Title 

OPI 746: Streaming, Enrichment, Operational Review 
Meetings (ORMs) and AO Decision Maker SOPs 

Summary 

The Streaming App v3 will be implemented across the network over the course of the next 
few weeks.  In preparation for rollout, and as streaming and enrichment models continue to 
develop across the DMCs, some key principles have been agreed to enable  

- a clearer understanding of risk 

- a consistent approach to processes 

- standardised review mechanisms 

- AO ECO resourcing models and global productivity expectations 

Main text 

Streaming Building Blocks 

A number of building blocks have been agreed to standardise the streaming process, and 
align with a more flexible enrichment framework and the introduction of monthly Operational 
Review Meetings.    

Flexible Enrichment Framework 

Whilst the original enrichment framework offered justification and proportionality to the risks 
represented, the enrichment type itself was not always necessary.  Additionally, some 
options for enrichment activity were not appropriate, due to language capability, interview 
capacity etc. The framework has therefore been updated to offer a more flexible approach, 
and aligned with the Complex Case process to ensure the relevant authorisation also takes 
place.   

Operational Review Meetings (ORMs) 

All DMCs should have implemented monthly ORMs, and recommendations for key 
attendance, responsibility and reviewable evidence has been agreed centrally.  It is 
mandatory that all proposals for changes to the streaming rules, be they accepted or 
rejected, are recorded in a Streaming Decision Log (SDL). The SDL should be owned by the 
Regional Operations Manager and available for the Regional Management Team (for AO 
Decision Makers and file retention policies), the Regional Integrity Manager, and the ICI.       

AO Decision Maker SOPs 

The Standard Operating Procedures have been updated, providing central authority for a 
minimum cohort of binary applications.  Additional work streams, where locally identified as 
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sufficiently low risk to require minimal judgement, and as evidenced via the Streaming 
Decision Log, require Regional Director authorisation using the template provided.   Where 
the decision maker is of the same nationality as the applications, authorisation from the SCS 
must be obtained.    

 

The above processes should be introduced in each DMC, if not in place already.  This 
includes a full review of any risk rules already in use, as justified and authorised in the 
Streaming Decision Log. 

Full guidance and a decision log template can be found on the following pages of 
SharePoint: Streaming 

Once all DMCs have adopted a standardised approach to these building blocks and the 
streaming app and enrichment frameworks embedded, global productivity expectations will 
be revisited for forecasting and resourcing models.  

Any questions about this OPI can be directed to Central Ops Visas and Citizenship at: 

REDACTED 

Attachments: 

• STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES - AO Grade Decision Makers v1.4 

• STANDARDISATION - Streaming Enrichment and the ORM Process v1.2 

• Streaming Decision Log.xls 
 

 

Contact for this OPI: Central Operations Team 

Date issued: 12 January 2018 
  


